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Bless: Celebrating 10 years of Themelessness: 10 Years of Experimental
Fashion, Video Compilation
This 90-minute DVD features 10 years
worth of video documentation of the
experimental fashion and object designs by
the avant-garde collaborators Bless.
Heralded as one of fashions most
innovative teams, the Paris- and
Berlin-based duo of Desiree Heiss and Ines
Kaag refuses to capitalize on one milieu.
Constantly investigating the boundaries of
style, Bless slips between fashion, beauty,
interior design, art and advertising, often
collaborating with other brands--like Nike
and Adidas to name just a couple. Their
work, which straddles the line between
object and design, high function and high
fashion, is always unique and marked by
the recycling and adaptation of unexpected
items put to use in totally new ways. The
films collected here include a fashion
show/dinner party; a show where models
walked on an intentionally wobbly stage; a
collection laid out as a still life; and 12
others.
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